
 

Squeakin’ Pups
NEWSLETTER

VET RECOMMENDATION:   
This week’s recommendation comes from 
Jani Ramirez: 
“A vet that is great with rats” 

La Sierra Veterinary Clinic 
3410 La Sierra Ave. #A 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(951) 359-7811 

Have a recommendation to share? Message us!

Did You Know… 
Rats don’t sweat to cool themselves.  Their 
bodies can dilate or constrict blood vessels in the 
tail to help keep them cool in hot weather.  An 
overheating rat will also produce more saliva in 
the mouth and secretions from the nose.  If your 
rat’s environment is particularly warm, and you 
notice wetness around the mouth that looks like 
drooling, especially if there is a lot descending 
down the chin/chest, it is an urgent matter and 
you need to get your rat somewhere cool 
immediately. 

Never place an overheating rat immediately into 
cold water or directly in front of an A/C unit, as it 
could cause vascular damage, heart attack, or 
shock.  Instead, start with room temperature 
water, or water that feels neither warm nor cold to 
the touch.  Submerge the rat, supported, with the 
head and ears above the water.  Add a small 
amount of cool water to the container the rat is in 
to slowly bring the temperature down.  Do not 
lower the temperature too much, and watch for 
signs that your rat is becoming more active again.   

Remove them from the water and dry thoroughly 
when it seems active.  Repeat if the rat begins to 
“drool” or appears to be overheating again.

This Week’s Deals: For the rest of July, newsletter participants can enjoy 10% off 
their order in our Etsy shop!  Just use the coupon code LOYAL0418 at checkout.

July 16th, 2018 Fifth Edition

Raffle Update:  
Just one week left until our Squeakin’ Pups 6th 
Quarterly Raffle drawing.  We have earned enough 
entries to give away TWO of the grand prize Midwest 
Critter Nation cages!  We are still accepting entries 
until 7/22/2018.  The drawing will happen within the 
week after that (we will will be aiming for Tuesday, 
7/24/2018.) 

Full details on the raffle, and updates, can be found 
on the event page on Facebook:  
https://www.facebook.com/events/
893725080828603/  

Tickets are $5 each and can be sent to Venmo 
(@SqueakinPups) or PayPal 
(SqueakinPups@Outlook.com)
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NOW AVAILABLE:  From now until July 18th the babies on the next two pages are 
available for POTL reservation by Newsletter Participants ONLY.  All adoption fees for early 
POTL reservation are $50. 
Their pictures will be posted to both Facebook and my website after July 18th for general 
reservation by everyone (fees will also be reduced to non-POTL rates) 
If you want to reserve any of the following babies, message the rattery on Facebook (fastest) or 
e-mail us: SqueakinPups@Outlook.com 
These babies CAN be reserved with rats from any of our other litters as well:  
https://SqueakinPups.weebly.com 

SQKN Litter#: 180627CECB
First Available Go Home Date: 7/31/2018

SQKN#: CB-1        
Male - $50
Black Berkshire with tiny tail tip
Coat is Rex, quality of type unknown.

SQKN#: CB-2       
Male - $50
Black Variberk with head spot 
and half white tail.

SQKN#: CB-4  
Female - $50
Black Berkshire with tiny tail tip
Coat is Rex, quality of type 
unknown.

SQKN#: CB-5  
Female - $50
Black Berkshire with 
tiny tail tip

SQKN#: CB-6  
Female - $50
Agouti Overmarked Irish 
with tiny tail tip
Coat is Rex, quality of 
type unknown

SQKN#: CB-7  
Female - $50
Agouti Overmarked Irish

Pictures Removed 
for Website Version.
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